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Abstract
Cloud applications that built based on service oriented architecture 
have dynamic natural behavior. These kinds of applications enable 
the stakeholders to customize their resources and software's they 
need based on the domain they want to build. There are many 
challenges during these harmonic structures such as how to face 
the changes of the stakeholder requirements at run-time, how to 
reconfigure the constituted architecture dynamically to consistency 
with new resources and software, finally the integrated cost very 
expensive. To cope with these challenges, we propose a new cloud 
framework that uses features of multi-agent systems that able to 
reconfigure the behavior of both allocated resources and software 
at run-time. The proposed framework is composed of three main 
parts: the first part is the cloud infrastructure, which extracts the 
user requirements using special service GUI and generates the 
user views that match the original requirements, then the second 
part which has two main functions:  parsing the generated view 
and adapting this view using an agent adapter to face the run-time 
changes, the third part is the agent utilities that are used by the 
engines at the second component to reconfigure and continuously 
adapt the views.  
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I. Introduction
Coupling the cloud computing and agent aspects faces a lot of 
challenges such as intelligent resources, autonomous and dynamic 
behavior, requirement changes, and efficient visualization. Cloud 
computing promises a very powerful approach, reliable, predictable 
and scalable computing infrastructure for the implementing and 
executing of agent-based systems. On the other side, software 
agents make cloud computing systems more adaptive, flexible, 
and autonomic in resource management, service provisioning and 
in running large-scale applications [11].
A software agent is a computer entity that has some features 
that make it unique like being intelligent, proactive, perceivable, 
reasonable, autonomous and cooperative with other agents. Also, 
it may have an idea to conduct its own targets. Cloud computing 
is a model based on sharing services and information among 
network nodes. The main concept of using cloud environment 
is to put all services into the share place (cloud), and allow all 
users/nodes wherever or whenever they are having the ability to 
access them [10]. 
In a cloud computing environment, design techniques are required 
to adapt the dynamic behavior of clouds and its users. These 
techniques are helpful for users to achieve their targets. Software 
Agents with their features are used in a cloud environment to 
adapt the behaviors of cloud customers. The elastic feature of 
cloud makes it flexible to be used according to customer demands. 
Software agent features can match with the elasticity feature of 
cloud and this will be of great help in building a self-adapted 

framework [9]. 
In this paper, we propose a new cloud framework that used the 
autonomous and learning features of software agents that able to 
reconfigure the behavior of both allocated resources and software 
at run-time. The output of the proposed framework is full consistent 
resources and software image. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the 
proposed approach is described; we describe in details the following 
items: the layer structure, pseudo code, structural representation, 
and behavioral representation. Section III, illustrates the related 
works. Finally, In Section IV, conclusions and future work are 
discussed.

II. Proposed Approach
In fig. 1, we introduce the full structure of the Intelligent Agent-
Based Cloud Environment (IABCF). Our framework is composed 
mainly of four main components: Cloud infrastructure, Agent 
features, view controller and agent adapter. The framework 
functionality will be illustrated using two views: abstract and 
concrete.

A. IABCF Functionality Abstract View
Cloud infrastructure enables the user to choose his required 
resources and software, after that constitute the matched image, 
then pass the execution to view controller that able to use the agent 
feature to dynamically adapt both the structure and behavior of the 
generated image based on the agent capability and the run-time 
changes (user changes or environmental changes).

B. IABCF Functionality Concrete View
We will illustrate the detailed scenario for the big picture of the 
framework functionality. The first core framework component 
is cloud infrastructure, which is composed of the following sub-
components: The cloud infrastructure uses the cloud user service 
GUI to extract user views. The cloud user service GUI is responsible 
for providing an efficient interface with embedded engine that 
extracts the user requirements. After that, it uses the message 
adapter that handles the required consistency and requirements 
logical-ability. Then, the cloud service bus sub-component starts 
its functions as a path strategy as follows: allocated the suitable 
resources based on the matched requirements after that allocates 
the required software to match the user’s software requirements, 
finally constitute a consistent image that includes the match 
resources and software’s. The views of the constituted image are 
generated by the component Generated User views.
When the image view is constituted then the view controller starts 
its process by checking the usability and consistency of this view’s. 
Moreover, it checks the satisfactory level of these views. The output 
after processing these components is a request for changes that 
includes both the user feedbacks and the inconsistency issues.
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Fig. 1: An Intelligent Agent-Based Cloud Framework (IABCF): 
Abstract View

 Finally, the agent adapter component reconfigures both the 
constituted image and views based on the generated request of 
changes and facing environmental changes. The agent adapter uses 
the agent features as shown in fig. 1, to apply the changes.
The structural diagram of the proposed framework is shown in 
fig. 2, which illustrates the core classes and their attributes and 
functions. The behavioral diagram of the proposed framework 
is illustrated using the sequence diagram as shown in fig. 3, that 
illustrates the dynamic behavior of the framework components 
and how it cooperate together to illustrate the big picture behavior 
of the framework. The pseudo code algorithm illustrates the core 
framework components function as shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2: IABCF Structural Representation: Class Diagram

Fig. 3: IABCF Behavioral Representation: Sequence Diagram

Table 1: IABCF pseudo code: detailed big picture Algorithm

III. Related Work
In the following, we will illustrate some related work for applying 
software agent in a cloud computing environment. In [4], the 
model for multi-agent system with data mining is applied in a 
cloud computing environment for information retrieval. 
The multi software agent is used in a cloud environment to allow 
the users to retrieve information from virtual resources easily and 
with less infrastructure and storage cost. Ontology-based agent 
generation framework has been presented in details how the user 
submits a request to retrieve information in the cloud [8].     
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In [6], the CiteSeerx and SeerSuite systems has been built and 
introduced a case for helping information retrieval systems through 
Virtualization adopt and cloud services environment. The design 
of scalable information retrieval model has been described how 
virtualized resources in the cloud and, how the network behavior 
can affect the virtualized resources [7].
Software agents and clouds are working together to produce an 
intelligent cloud service with high performance software agent 
has been discussed in [2]. An enhancement to the work described 
in [2] for improving the explicit features for both cloud and agent, 
by making clouds more flexible and providing software agent a 
reliable environment to execute a large application [3]. 
Another kind of direct relationship between software agents and 
cloud has been introduced by [5]. The researchers proposed an 
intelligent multi- agent model for resource Virtualization (IMAV) 
that automatically allocates suitable services to mobile node. A 
model where agents portrayed as a new cloud computing services 
that will represent clients in a virtual environment has been 
introduced by [1].
Based on the above related works, we can realize that most of the 
above models and frameworks are implicitly structured and lacks 
some components to control the constituted cloud environment. 
Moreover, most of them lack of a method for facing and applying 
the runtime changes; this case implies us to adapt both the structure 
and behavior of the constituted cloud images.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a novel agent-based cloud framework 
that enable users to have an updated and consistent cloud image 
by increasing the satisfactory level of the users. The big picture 
of the proposed framework is illustrated in details. Moreover, 
the structural and behavioral representations of the proposed 
framework are design by UML class diagram and sequence 
diagram consequently. Finally, the implemented algorithm that 
illustrates the framework processes is well defined. In future work 
we are planning to model the internal behavior of the framework 
using Petri Net simulation and using the graph theory aspects to 
optimize the framework execution. 
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